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Abstract: Fully inorganic cesium lead halide perovskite thin films were prepared by an easy, fast and dry process based on single-source 
vacuum deposition. We investigated the structural and optical characteristics of the so-formed films as a function of chemical 
composition (chloride, bromide and iodide films were formed), post-deposition thermal annealing, as well as previous 
mechanosynthesis of perovskite powders. We found out that the CsPbX3 perovskite was preferentially formed for the smaller halides 
and favored by previous ball-milling of CsX and PbX2 precursors. When bigger halides were used and/or CsX and PbX2 precursors were 
simply mixed without previous mechanosynthesis, PbX2-rich compounds such as CsPb2X5 were preferentially formed in the thin films. 
In the field of perovskite optoelectronics, organic-inorganic hybrid 
perovskites (OHPs) have been widely studied due to their attractive 
optical and electronic properties.1,2 However, drawbacks such as 
their environmental instability due to the high volatility and 
moisture sensitivity of the organic compounds, might hinder the 
development of stable OHP optoelectronic devices.3,4 For this 
reason, the more thermally stable cesium-based all-inorganic halide 
perovskites are being investigated.5–9 However, conventional 
solution-processing for Cs-based perovskite synthesis is rather 
challenging due to the poor solubility of cesium halides in common 
solvents.10,11 Vacuum deposition is an alternative method which 
allows the formation of high-quality perovskite thin films in dry 
process without the need of extra chemicals (e.g., solvents) other 
than the salt precursors that form the perovskite compounds.12 For 
standard dual-source thermal vacuum deposition of an ABX3 
perovskite (where A is a monovalent cation, B is a divalent metal and 
X the halide), AX and BX2 precursors are simultaneously co-
evaporated from two different sources.13,14 In this case, the 
evaporation rates of both precursors need to be well adjusted in 
order to obtain the desired final composition in the film. Single-
source vacuum deposition (SSVD) represents an interesting 
alternative to dual-source deposition due to its simplicity and 
speed.15,16 Hereafter we have fabricated thin films of different cesium 
lead halide compounds by SSVD of CsX and PbX2 (X = Cl, Br, and 
I) precursors simply mixed in a crucible. Furthermore, we have 
conducted dry mechanosynthesis of CsPbX3 perovskites by ball-
milling. This technique has recently been used for the synthesis of 
different hybrid and inorganic halide perovskites both in the form of 
colloidal nanocrystals and bulk powders.17–20 Again, thin films were 
made by SSVD of these pre-synthesized perovskite powders. By 
performing a detailed and systematic structural and optical analysis 
we analyzed the different thin films that are formed through SSVD 
of pristine as well as ball-milled chloride, bromide, and iodide 
precursors at room temperature as well as upon thermal annealing. 
First, thin films were prepared by SSVD of simply mixed CsX and 
PbX2 precursors. Figures 1 and 2 show the structural and optical 
characterization of the films as-prepared at room temperature as well 
as after thermal annealing at 225 °C for X = Cl and Br (for X = I see 
Figure S2). 
Figure 1. XRD characterization of films prepared by SSVD of 
CsCl+PbCl2 (a, c) and CsBr+PbBr2 (b, d) at room temperature (a, 
b) as well as after thermal annealing at 225 °C (c, d). Reference 
patterns for orthorhombic CsPbCl3 (ICSD-243734), orthorhombic 
CsPbBr3 (ICSD-97851), as well as CsPb2Cl5 (ICSD-249888) and 
CsPb2Br5 (PDF-25-0211) are shown along the experimental data. 
 
Figure 2. Normalized absorption and photoluminescence spectra of 
films prepared by SSVD of CsCl+PbCl2 (a, c) and CsBr+PbBr2 (b, d) at 
room temperature (a, b) as well as after thermal annealing at 225 °C (c, 
d). The absorption signal present in panel b is linked to optical 
interferences. Absorption spectra of this film throughout a broader 
wavelength range can be seen in Figure S1. 
As can be seen by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Figure 1) the as-prepared 




relative amounts of both compounds is different. In the case of the 
smaller anion (X = Cl), the film is mostly consistent of CsPbX3 
(Figure 1a) and exhibits the corresponding absorption onset around 
400 nm and Stoke-shifted photoluminescence (PL) centered at 412 
nm (Figure 2a). 
For the larger anion (X = Br) the CsPb2X5 compound is dominant 
(Figure 1b). A close look reveals that reflections characteristics of 
CsPbX3 are also present although they are broad and not intense. 
This observation suggests that small domains of CsPbBr3 are 
embedded in a CsPb2Br5 matrix. The optical characterization of 
these films (Figure 2b) shows no marked absorption onset in this 
range, but only a signal due to optical interferences (see Figure S1 
for the full absorption spectrum). However, a rather intense 
photoluminescence peak centered at 517 nm is visible. This value is 
slightly blue-shifted from the bulk PL of CsPbBr3.22 This blue-shift is 
consistent with the hypothesis of small (tens of nanometers) 
CsPbBr3 domains in the weak quantum confinement regime,10 
possibly passivated by a CsPb2Br5 matrix. When the chloride films 
are annealed at 225 °C, the fraction of CsPb2Cl5 is substantially 
reduced so that almost phase-pure CsPbCl3 is obtained (Figure 1c). 
This is not the case for the bromide films where CsPb2Br5 remains 
the dominant crystalline compound (Figure 1d). The optical 
characteristics of both films remain similar after annealing (Figure 2 
c-d). We conclude that SSVD of raw precursors can yield good-
quality CsPbX3 perovskites only for the smaller halide (X = Cl), 
while PbX2-rich compounds are mainly formed for the larger halide 
(X = Br). This trend is confirmed by looking at the results of iodide 
compounds (Figure S2) where no significant CsPbI3 could be 
formed with this method. In order to obtain higher purity perovskite 
films by SSVD, we performed dry ball-milling mechanosynthesis of 
CsPbX3 powders (see supporting information for experimental 
details). A few recent reports have demonstrated similar 
mechanosynthesis with highly energetic planetary ball-mills.17,19 
XRD and optical analyses (Figure 3a-c and Figure 4a-c) reveal that 
ball-milling CsX and PbX2 compounds at room temperature with a 
“straight” (non-planetary) setup (see experimental section for more 
details)  results in the formation of high purity CsPbX3 perovskite 






Figure 3. XRD characterization of ball-milled CsX+PbX2 powders (a-c) as well as films prepared by SSVD of the resulting powders at room temperature 
(d-f) and after thermal annealing (g-i). Note that the annealing temperature is 225 °C for X = Cl and Br (g, h) while it is 325 °C for X = I (i). Reference 
patterns for orthorhombic CsPbCl3 (ICSD-243734), orthorhombic CsPbBr3 (ICSD-97851), orthorhombic CsPbI3 (ICSD-161480), cubic CsPbBr3 
(ICSD-29073), CsPb2Br5 (PDF-25-0211) and PbI2 (ICSD-68819) are shown along the experimental data.
 
When these powders are used for SSVD, the resulting films 
exhibit a higher purity (i.e., higher relative concentration of CsPbX3) 
than when non-ball-milled powders are used. This suggests that the 
pre-formed perovskites sublime at least partially as a single 
compound (CsPbX3) instead of undergoing a transformation back 
into CsX + PbX2 followed by subsequent separate evaporation of 
both components. Indeed, in the case of the chloride-based 
compounds, the diffractogram of the film at room temperature 
(Figure 3d), which is essentially temperature-independent (Figure 




films deposited at room temperature is already higher than what can 
be achieved with non-ball-milled precursors even after they were 
annealed at 225 °C (Figure 1c). The difference is also evident for X 
= Br. Although CsPb2Br5 is present in the as-deposited film (Figure 
3e), its relative content is much reduced as compared to non-ball-
milled samples (Figure 1b). Furthermore, this compound 
disappears after annealing at 225 °C (Figure 3h; see Figure S3 for 
XRD characterization at different temperatures) and CsPbBr3 
remains the only crystalline compound detectable. This 
transformation suggests that the original film (before annealing) has 
an excess of CsBr that can lead to the formation of CsPbBr3 by 
reacting with CsPb2Br5.. The other possible hypothesis would be the 
loss or amorphization of PbBr2, which is unlikely due to its high 
melting point. The presence of CsBr together with CsPb2Br5 is hard 
to detect since its main XRD peak located at 2Θ = 29,38° (ICSD: 
98−005−3848) overlaps with the signal of CsPb2Br5, as already 
noted elsewhere.21 It must also be noted that no residual powder is 
left in the crucible after SSVD, which again suggests the presence of 
excess CsBr in the film before annealing. Previous 
mechanosynthesis of CsPbBr3 also seems to result in better 
morphology of the final film (see Figure S4). Indeed, the film 
prepared from pristine CsBr+PbBr2 mixture presents a patchy 
morphology at high magnification and cracks are visible at lower 
magnification. In contrast to this, the film prepared from 
mechanosynthesized CsPbBr3 shows much higher homogeneity 
with typical grain sizes of several hundred nanometers. No obvious 
pinholes can be observed. Iodide perovskites remain the most 
difficult to form, as previously mentioned. Although 
mechanosynthesis of the CsPbI3 powder is achieved (see Figure 3c), 
the resulting films are mainly composed by PbI2 (Figure 3f). Only 
after thermal annealing at 325 °C (a higher temperature than used 
for the chloride and bromide based films), the fraction of CsPbI3 
rises significantly, although PbI2 remains dominant. It must be noted 
that XRD characterization had to be carried out in air, due to 
restrictions in our experimental setup, where CsPbI3 is known to 
degrade.23,24 This was also observed for the mechanosynthesized 
CsPbI3 powder. As prepared in nitrogen it is black indicating a cubic 
crystal structure and when this powder is kept under nitrogen, it 
remains black (cubic) for over one month (see Figure S5). However, 
it quickly turns to the “yellow” orthorhombic phase when it is 
exposed to air before XRD characterization can be completed 
(Figure 3c). A similar observation is made on the thin film after 
annealing: the partial conversion to the black phase is clearly visible 
by eye (Figure S6). It must be noted that the temperature of 
annealing (325 °C on a hot plate) is close to the phase transition.25 
Hence, it is possible that annealing at higher temperature (which 
was impossible in our case for technical reasons) might result in a 
full conversion. When the samples are kept under inert atmosphere 
(Figure S6) this black phase remains stable for several days. 
 
 
Figure 4. Normalized absorption and photoluminescence spectra of 
ball-milled CsX+PbX2 powders (a-c) as well as films prepared by SSVD 
of the resulting powders at room temperature (d-f) and after thermal 
annealing (g-i). Note that the annealing temperature is 225 °C for X = 
Cl and Br (g, h) while it is 325 °C for X = I (i). The absorption signal 
observed in panel f originates from optical interferences. The absorption 
spectrum of this film throughout a broader wavelength range can be 
seen in Figure S7. 
The optical characterization of the ball-milled powders as well as 
the resulting films by SSVD is presented in Figure 4. All powders 
(Figure 4a-c) exhibit the expected absorbance and PL spectra for 
CsPbX3 compounds, confirming the high quality of 
mechanosynthesized inorganic halide perovskites. Thin films 
prepared thereof by SSVD present different characteristics as a 
function of the halide and temperature. For the smaller chloride 
anion, the expected absorbance and PL are present both at RT and 
after annealing at 225 °C, as in the case of non-ball-milled precursors 
(Figure 2 c,d). For X = Br, a strong absorption onset is visible already 
at RT (Figure 4e) and gets steeper after annealing (Figure 4h), 
indicating a higher degree of crystallinity and order in the material. 
This absorption was not seen in the case of non-ball-milled 
precursors (Figure 2b-d) and reinforces the conclusion that 
CsPbBr3 is favored when using previously mechanosynthesized 
powders while CsPb2Br5 was mainly formed when using pristine 
precursors, as previously discussed. We note that the bromide 
sample shows a weak PL in the as-deposited film (Figure 4e), which 
is ultimately lost after annealing (Figure 4h). The PL quenching of 
CsPbBr3 upon thermal annealing is already reported and may be due 
to the creation of more trap states in the film.21,26–28 Indeed XRD 
shows that peaks associated with CsPbBr3 get thinner upon 
annealing (Figure 3 e,h), which denotes a grain growth. Another 
possible explanation of the PL loss is linked to higher diffusivity of 
carriers. As grains become larger upon annealing, it may be expected 
that diffusion lengths increase and thus electrons and holes can 
reach surface trap states more easily. Eventually, for the iodide film, 
no significant absorption or PL is detected at room temperature at 
the wavelengths of interest (Figure 4f; see Figure S7 for full 
absorption spectrum). This is consistent with the almost inexistent 
XRD signal for CsPbI3 in the as-prepared film (Figure 3f). However, 
after annealing at 325 °C and rapid quenching, a clear absorption 
onset is visible around 680 nm. PL is also visible though not intense 
and broad. The broad PL signal is partly attributed to the overlap of 
the sample’s PL with the excitation source which has a weak visible 
component in addition to the main UV peak at 375 nm, as 
represented as a reference in Figure 4i). 
In summary, we fabricated fully inorganic cesium lead halide thin 




note that in the case of SSVD of pristine mixed precursors, high-
purity perovskite CsPbX3 films could only be obtained for X = Cl 
after thermal annealing. However, when CsX and PbX2 are 
previously ball-milled at room temperature, high purity CsPbX3 
powders are formed. SSVD of the so-formed perovskites results in 
much-improved films both as-prepared as well as after thermal 
annealing. Perovskite films with optical transitions throughout the 
visible spectrum from around 400 nm (X = Cl) to around 700 nm 
(X = I) could be obtained in this way. Thus, we have demonstrated 
that single-source vacuum deposition of ball-milled perovskites 
represents an easy, fast and dry process to form high-quality thin 
films of fully inorganic perovskites. Future work will focus on: (i) 
implementing these films into different optoelectronic devices such 
as light-emitting diodes or solar cells, where it will be crucial to avoid 
chemical impurities and to finely control the film morphology, and 
(ii) testing the effects of different additives that may work as 
dopants, passivating agents, or replacement of toxic elements such 
as lead by other metals such as tin or bismuth. 
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